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†Physics Department and ‡Cell Biology Department, Emory University, Atlanta, GeorgiaABSTRACT The l repressor (CI) protein-induced DNA loop maintains stable lysogeny, yet allows efficient switching to lysis.
Herein, the kinetics of loop formation and breakdown has been characterized at various concentrations of protein using tethered
particle microscopy and a novel, to our knowledge, method of analysis. Our results show that a broad distribution of rate
constants and complex kinetics underlie loop formation and breakdown. In addition, comparison of the kinetics of looping in
wild-type DNA and DNA with mutated o3 operators showed that these sites may trigger nucleation of nonspecific binding at
the closure of the loop. The average activation energy calculated from the rate constant distribution is consistent with a model
in which nonspecific binding of CI between the operators shortens their effective separation, thereby lowering the energy barrier
for loop formation and broadening the rate constant distribution for looping. Similarly, nonspecific binding affects the kinetics of
loop breakdown by increasing the number of loop-securing protein interactions, and broadens the rate constant distribution for
this reaction. Therefore, simultaneous increase of the rate constant for loop formation and reduction of that for loop breakdown
stabilizes lysogeny. Given these simultaneous changes, the frequency of transitions between the looped and the unlooped state
remains nearly constant. Although the loop becomes more stable thermodynamically with increasing CI concentration, it still
opens periodically, conferring sensitivity to environmental changes, which may require switching to lytic conditions.INTRODUCTIONProtein-mediated DNA loops can contribute to the regula-
tion of gene expression (1–4). Characterization of the
kinetics of loop formation and breakdown is important to
understand the mechanisms by which these regulatory
nucleoprotein complexes operate. Single-molecule tech-
niques are particularly useful to measure the kinetics of
protein-induced DNA conformational changes such as loop-
ing and bending (5–9). Until recently, these techniques have
been applied to relatively simple looping systems in which
a few proteins are involved (10–13). However in most cases,
regulatory loops are formed by assemblies of proteins bound
to modular arrangements of specific binding sites, which
permit multiple cooperative interactions. This is the case
of the l bacteriophage, in which dimers of the l repressor
protein (CI), bind to triplets of specific sites (oL1, oL2,
oL3, and oR1, oR2, oR3) bracketing the l immunity region
(Fig. S1 E in the Supporting Material). Adjacent dimers may
establish side-by-side tetramers through cis-interactions,
whereas through trans-interactions distant dimers and tetra-
mers may form head-to-head tetramers and octamers,
respectively, to secure a DNA loop. When CI binds to oL1
and oR1, it represses transcription from pL and pR, respec-
tively. These are promoters for expression of lytic genes.SubmittedMarch 13, 2012, and accepted for publication September 5, 2012.
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0006-3495/12/10/1753/9 $2.00Binding to oR2 stimulates expression of CI itself from
the relatively weak pRM. Both the repression of the lytic
promoters and the activation of pRM are increased by loop-
ing (14). There is currently great interest in CI-mediated
DNA loop formation and breakdown due to the topological
aspects of this epigenetic switch that establishes lysogeny
(quiescence) or lysis (virulence) (15–17).
Using tethered particle microscopy (TPM) (18), a thermo-
dynamic analysis of looping in different DNA constructs
(Fig. S1 E) in buffer alone or supplemented with physiolog-
ical concentrations of CI was recently published (19).
However, the kinetics of loop formation and breakdown
by CI could not be characterized. Here, we analyzed that
data with a higher time resolution to determine looping
kinetics. l looping was found to be driven by complex
kinetics with lifetimes for the looped and unlooped DNA
conformations that spanned several orders of magnitude.
It was postulated that such complex kinetics were due
to nonspecific CI binding, which affects the free energy of
loop formation and breakdown by broadening the corre-
sponding distributions of rate constants. Nonspecific
binding produced a significant increase in loop stability
resulting from not only a decreased loop breakdown rate
but also an increased rate of loop formation! This increased
the stability of the loop without altering the frequency of
cycling between states. This allows CI regular opportunities
to dissociate from the oL1 and oR1 operators in the un-
looped DNA and become vulnerable to degradation, which
is critical for derepressing transcription of the lytic genes
to switch from lysogeny to lysis. Thus, nonspecific binding
appears to modulate l looping kinetics to preserve switch
sensitivity across a broad range of CI concentration.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2012.09.006
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The kinetic analysis described herein was performed on previously pub-
lished TPM measurements that until now had only been analyzed thermo-
dynamically (19). All DNA tethers were derived by polymerase chain
reaction from plasmids as described in the Supporting Material and in
(17). TPM was used to monitor loop formation and breakdown in real
time (see the Supporting Material, Measurements and Analysis). Data
were analyzed using a change point-expectation maximization algorithm
previously published (20) and summarized in the Supporting Material.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
l repressor shortens DNA by looping and binding
nonspecifically
Submicron-diameter latex beads were tethered by single
DNA molecules onto the glass surface of a microscope
flow chamber and their Brownian motion was observed
(Fig. 1, A and B) (19). Measurements were performed for
50–100 DNA-tethered beads for each DNA construct
(Fig. S1 E) and physiological CI concentrations (20, 40,
80, or 170 nM).
A thermodynamic analysis of the resulting data was
recently published (19). The kinetics of loop formation
and breakdown has now been characterized for that data.
Time series of the bead displacement from the tether anchor
point in the plane of the glass surface, r, were analyzed withFIGURE 1 Different phases of a TPM measurement. (A and B) TPM
setup. The centroid of a diffusing bead tethered by a DNA molecule to
the glass surface of a flow chamber is tracked in time. Topological modifi-
cations of the DNA tether, such as looping, shorten the tether, limiting the
excursion of the bead. (C and D) Time traces of a 3477 bp-long wt DNA
fragment in the absence (C) and in the presence of 20 nM CI protein (D).
The overlaid segments show the results of the cp routine. Although many
different levels were obtained by the cp analysis, clustering via the EM
routine determined one level in the absence (C) and two levels in the pres-
ence of CI (D). The final reconstructed traces are schematically depicted
and have been shifted above the trace for clarity. (E and F) Histograms
of the r traces normalized to the bin width and the total number of events.
The histograms represented with empty bins (E and F) correspond to the
fraction of the trace identified as the high (unloop) and low (loop) amplitude
level, respectively.
Biophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761a new maximum-likelihood-based method (Fig. 1). The
method consists of a change-point search routine followed
by refinement with an expectation-maximization algorithm
(cp-EM) (20), and allows an unbiased search for transitions
between the looped and unlooped DNA states. It improves
the time resolution for the detection of transitions by an
order of magnitude with respect to threshold-crossing
methods (11,12), allowing detection of events as short as
200 ms.
Fig. 1, C and D, shows TPM traces, with and without
20 nM CI, for a 3477 bp segment of wt l DNA that includes
the intact oL and oR regions, specific-binding sites for the CI
repressor. Time-series of r values measured without CI
(Fig. 1 C) are markedly different from those in the presence
of CI (Fig. 1 D). The distribution shifts following the
addition of CI (Fig. 1, E and F), and the probability of
observing low r values increases with CI. The time series
of r values were analyzed with the cp-EM algorithm
(20,21) to identify transitions between looped and unlooped
DNA conformations. In the presence of CI, the algorithm
revealed a dynamic equilibrium between states (upper
and lower segmented lines in Fig. 1 D). The data were
then clustered by means of an expectation-maximization
routine to determine, in a model-independent fashion, the
most likely number of states. The results of this analysis
are depicted by the black traces in Fig. 1, C and D, and by
the empty bin histograms in Fig. 1, E and F. For wt l
DNA tethers, the analysis yielded a single state (Fig. 1, C
and E), in the absence of CI, and two states in the presence
of 20 nM CI (Fig. 1, D and F). A similar behavior was
observed for DNA fragments in which the oL3 and oR3 sites
had been mutated to eliminate specific CI binding to o3
operators (o3- l DNA; Fig. S1, A, C, and E). On the other
hand, the oL-oR- l DNA, in which all operator sites were
mutated to eliminate specific binding, exhibited only one
state with 20 nM CI protein, as expected (Fig. S1, B, D,
and E).
These observations are consistent with the previous
thermodynamic analysis (19). However, in that study, infor-
mation was extracted from the cumulative histograms of
time-averages of r values. Although that approach per-
mitted the calculation of the free energies of looping, the
dynamic behavior of the system could not be investigated.
In contrast, the cp-EM approach allows the complete
reconstruction of the looping trajectories as shown by
the black traces in Fig. 1, C and D. These reconstructed
traces yield the most likely number of discrete states, the
average r value of each one, and the duration of each
occurrence.
The average r values, hri, as a function of CI concentra-
tion, were calculated for each of the two DNA states result-
ing from the cp-EM analysis (Fig. 2 A). At the lowest
concentration used, 20 nM, the high hri recorded for
both wt and o3- DNA are compatible with values obtained
in the absence of protein (top blue line). In contrast, the
FIGURE 2 Effect of CI concentration on DNA
length. (A) Mean values of r obtained for the un-
looped wt, unlooped o3-, looped wt, looped o3-,
and oL-oR- DNA fragments at different CI concen-
trations (20, 40, 80, or 170 nM). Lines represent
mean values of r obtained for a 3477 and a
1100 bpDNA fragment in the absence of CI protein.
The right y axis represents the effective DNA
contour length calculated according to the calibra-
tion curve (18) for a persistence length of 46 nm.
(B) Effective loop length obtained for wt and o3-
at various CI concentrations from a calibration
curve (18). The upper line represents the l loop
length (2317 bp). The right y axis represents the dif-
ference in energy associated with loop formation
calculated as described in the Supporting Material.
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compatible with the hri values obtained for an 1100 bp-long
DNA fragment (low red line), corresponding to the tether
excluding the loop segment. Therefore, the two observed
hri levels were identified as the unlooped (high hri) and
looped (low hri) DNA conformations.
As the CI concentration was further increased, the cp-EM
still converged on just two distinct DNA states for both wt
and o3- l DNA (Fig. 2 A), but the corresponding hri values
decreased for both the unlooped and looped DNA. As
expected, oL-oR- l DNA (filled diamonds) in which all six
CI binding sites were mutated, did not display transitions
in hri corresponding to protein-induced looping, however,
the hri value for the unlooped DNA state diminished as
the CI concentration increased. Notably, hri dropped signif-
icantly more for the unlooped wt than for looped and
unlooped o3-, looped wt, and (unlooped) oL-oR- l DNA
fragments. A corresponding broadening of the r distribution
was also observed (Fig. S2). The progressive shrinking of
the average unlooped tether length and broadening of its
distribution might have resulted from interactions between
nonspecifically bound molecules of CI in o3- and oL-oR- l
DNA, and also between nonspecifically bound and o3 bound
CI in wt DNA (oL1, oL2, oR1, and oR2 are engaged in
pairwise cooperative interactions). These latter interactions
would be more stable than those between solely nonspecif-
ically bound proteins, and would lead to a more pronounced
decrease of the time-averaged DNA tether length. The fact
that CI dimers bound specifically at the oL3 and oR3 sites
can stabilize adjacent, nonspecifically bound dimers in
a CI-mediated loop was recently shown (22). Therefore,
the observed reduction in hri of both unlooped and looped
DNA may result from an ensemble of transient interactions
involving dimers nonspecifically bound along the tether,
and, in the case of wt, may result also from more stable,
semispecific interactions.
A calibration curve (18) can be used to calculate the
average effective contour length associated with the mea-
sured values of hri at each of the concentrations used
(Fig. 2 A, right y axis). Although changes in the elasticbehavior of the molecule due to CI-induced DNA bending
or kinking might also reduce the effective tether lengths,
this does not seem to be the case as discussed below.
The difference between the effective contour length associ-
ated with the unlooped and the looped DNAyields the effec-
tive loop length, Lloop. As seen in Fig. 2 B, increasing the
amount of CI reduced the loop length up to one-third of
the nominal value of the o3- l DNA and by more than
half of the wt DNA. Knowing the observed loop size, the
local concentration J of one CI binding region in the
proximity of the other was determined (23) and used to
calculate the variation of the free energy change associated
with looping, DEJ, as the concentration was increased (see
the Supporting Material). The latter values are reported
on the right y axis of Fig. 2 B and show a considerable
reduction with increasing CI concentration. This is very
strong evidence that nonspecific CI binding favors loop
formation.Loop formation kinetics
Dwell times in the unlooped and looped states were
measured using the cp-EM analysis (20). Representative
histograms of the unlooped dwell times at [CI] ¼ 80 nM
are shown in Fig. 3 A on a semilogarithmic scale for the
wt l (upper panel) and the o3- DNA (lower panel). The
histograms obtained for the other concentrations are
reported in Fig. S3. From the probability distributions of
the duration of unlooped states, the kinetic rate constants
of loop formation for a range of CI concentrations were
derived and the energy barrier landscape for loop formation
was estimated.
Quantitative information regarding the looping mecha-
nism and rate constants can be obtained by the fitting of
the probability distributions of the duration of unlooped
states. For a general reaction occurring between two observ-
able states, the probability distribution function (pdf) of the
time spent in one of the two states can be obtained via the
time derivative of the Laplace transform of the density of
rate constants for transitions between states (24), g(k),Biophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761
FIGURE 3 Kinetics of loop formation and breakdown. (A and B) Distri-
bution of dwell times spent in the unlooped (A) and looped (B) state for wt
(upper panels) and o3- (lower panels) l DNA at 80 nM CI concentration.
Each data set was fitted with the probability distribution function described
in Eq. 2 (A) and Eq. 3 (B) as well as with single exponential, double
exponential and, only for panel A, with a first passage time distribution.
(C and D) Schematic representations of the distribution of rate constants
used to fit the unlooped (C) and looped (D) dwell time histograms for the
wt and o3- l DNA.
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dt
ZN
0
gðkÞektdk; (1)
where k represents a rate constant.
The shape of the rate constant density g(k) determines thecorresponding probability distribution function. If each of
the two observable states of the reaction consists of a small
number of discrete, indistinguishable substates connected
with unique pathways, g(k) is the sum of Dirac delta func-
tions and the pdf is a sum of exponentials. Instead, if the
number of indistinguishable substates is large and/or they
are connected by many pathways, g(k) can be approximated
by a continuous function. In the latter case, the resulting pdf
can show faster than exponential decays, such as those
described by a stretched exponential or a power law (25).
Several experiments (10–13) have shown that DNA loop-
ing can be satisfactorily described by a single exponential
pdf. In this simple case, g(k) ¼ d(k–kL), where kL is the
rate constant for looping mediated by specifically bound
CI. Therefore, we first attempted to fit our histograms
with a single exponential pdf with a rate constant kL.Biophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761The results obtained by means of this fit are shown in
Fig. 3 A and Fig. S3 (dashed gray lines), whereas fitting
parameters and likelihood estimators are reported in Table
S1. From the figures and the table it is clear that the single
exponential pdf does not fit the experimental data. We also
tried to use the expression derived in (26) to describe intra-
chain reactions of polymers in the first passage time approx-
imation: SðtÞ ¼ ð2=pÞsin1½expðkfptÞ, with kfp ¼ D=L2,
where D is the diffusion coefficient and L is the mean end-
to-end distance of the polymer. This fitting function provided
better results than the single exponential (Fig. 3 A and
Fig. S3, dot-dashed gray line), but was not able to follow
the trend of the experimental data on the whole time interval.
As shown in Fig. 3 A and Fig. S3 (continuous gray line),
a double exponential pdf provided excellent fitting of the
data on the entire dwell time interval for both wt and o3-
DNA at all the CI concentrations investigated.
The reader should note that the double exponential
function describes the existence of two distinct types of un-
looped DNA molecules: one without nonspecifically bound
repressors and one corresponding to DNA shortened by
nonspecifically bound CI molecules. Although this is a qual-
itatively correct description of the system in the presence of
CI, it does not account for the broad DNA length distribu-
tion that accompanies the CI-dependent shrinking of the
average DNA length (Fig. S2 A). As such, the double expo-
nential fit only provides the average rate constant for loop-
ing arising from the shortened DNA.
To take into account in the fitting the broad DNA length
distribution, we described the dwell time distribution with
a custom pdf. This pdf was obtained from Eq. 1 considering
a rate constant distribution of the following form:
gf ðk; a; kL; kCÞ ¼ adðk  kLÞ þ 1 a
kC  kL ½qðk  kLÞ
 qðk  kCÞ:
(2)
Eq. 2 defines the rate constant distribution gf (the
subscript f referring to loop formation) as given by the
sum of a Dirac function, d(x), for the rate constant of specific
looping in the absence of any nonspecifically bound CI
protein, kL, plus a continuous, uniform distribution for k
between kL and a cutoff value kC, which represents the
fastest observable rate constant. The Heaviside function,
q(x), was chosen to represent the continuous distribution
of looping rate constants generated by the presence of
nonspecific CI binding. The parameter a accounts for the
relative weights of the two distributions. The choice of kL
as the left boundary of q(x) was based on the evidence
that the nonexponential behavior was observed only for
short dwell times in Fig. 3 A and Fig. S3. Thus, the rate
constant kL, governing the exponential long-time decay, rep-
resented a lower limit for the looping reaction. The choice of
a uniform distribution over the range [kL, kC] was made for
simplicity and to limit the number of fitting parameters,
Complex Kinetics of the l Switch 1757while including the possibility for nonspecific and semispe-
cific interactions with a broad range of lengths, which affect
the looping rate constant. Although this kind of fitting is
computationally expensive, it involves only three free
parameters, namely a, kL, and kC. The corresponding pdf
accurately fits all the experimental conditions as well or
better than even the double exponential pdf (Fig. 3 A and
Fig. S3, continuous black line) and allowed extraction of
relevant kinetic parameters. A thorough discussion of the
fitting procedure and comparison with the other pdfs can
be found in the Supporting Material and in Table S1.
The shape of the rate constant density gf(k) described in
Eq. 2 is schematically depicted in Fig. 3 C. The dependence
of the kinetic rate constant kL on CI concentration as derived
from the fit is shown in Fig. 4 A, whereas the values obtained
for the other fitting parameters are reported in Fig. S4. The
rate constant for loop formation, kL (the exponential part of
the distribution without facilitated pathways), did not vary
with increasing concentration of CI and showed similarFIGURE 4 Rate constants of looping kinetics and consecutive dwell
times correlation. (A) The concentration dependence of the rate constants
for loop formation kL associated with bare DNA for the wt (solid squares)
and the o3- (solid squares) l DNA, respectively. The open circles represent
the rate constants for loop formation kf calculated as described in the text.
The associated difference in activation energy is reported on the right y axis.
(B) Concentration dependence of the rate constants for loop breakdown.
The values obtained for k1 for both types of DNA are represented by the
solid squares on the upper part of the plot, whereas the k3 values, obtained
only for wt l DNA, are represented by the solid squares on the lower part
of the plot. These rates are associated with the octamer- and octa-
merþtetramer-mediated loop, respectively. Dashed lines represent the
mean values of k1 and k3. The open circles represent the average rate
constants for loop breakdown, kb, calculated as described in the text, for
wt and o3- l DNA. The associated difference in activation energy, calcu-
lated as described in the Supporting Material, is reported on the right y
axis. (C and D) Log-log scatter plot of the duration of the dwell time in
the looped state versus the duration of the previous dwell time in the un-
looped state for wt (C) and o3- l DNA (D) at 80 nM CI concentration.
The superimposed solid circles depict the average loop dwell time corre-
sponding to logarithmically binned unloop dwell times.values for the two different DNA fragments (Fig. 4 A,
squares). Such kinetics would be expected for a mechanism
independent of CI concentration and type of DNA (wt vs.
o3-). Parameter a in Eq. 2, showed a marked decrease
with CI concentration for both wt and o3- DNA (Fig. S4
B), as faster routes of loop formation became available.
These similar trends in both kinds of DNA were expected
because, although nonspecific looping has a higher free
energy than semispecific loops, there are many more
possible configurations. In contrast, the cutoff value of the
uniform distribution kC was markedly higher for wt than
for o3- DNA (Fig. S4 A) indicating a wider distribution in
the case of wt DNA (Fig. 3 C). This is consistent with the
idea, discussed in the previous section that the o3 operators
further contribute to effectively shorten the loop region and
stabilize semispecific CI interactions to increase the number
of possible species or pathways that facilitate loop
formation.
The average rate constant for loop formation, kf, for each
experimental condition was also calculated (see the Sup-
porting Material). Notice that kf does not depend on the
particular choice of the fitting function (see the Supporting
Material and Table S1). As shown in Fig. 4 A, the average
rate constant increased as CI concentration was increased
(open circles). The differences between energy barriers to
looping DEA were also calculated (right y axis of Fig. 4 A
and the Supporting Material). Comparison of the right y-
axes of Figs. 2 B and 4 A, shows that both analyses yield
similar values for the variation of DEA at increasing CI
concentration in both wt and o3- DNA. It is therefore legit-
imate to conclude that the complex kinetics observed for CI-
dependent loop formation is due to topological changes in
the DNA resulting from both specific and nonspecific CI
binding.Loop breakdown kinetics
Histograms of the loop dwell times were also assembled
(Fig. 3 B and Fig. S5). Because the dwell times in the
looped configuration spanned several orders of magnitude,
the data are displayed in a log-log plot. The data for wt
and o3- DNA showed similar trends for short dwell times.
However, although the distribution of long dwell times
measured for o3- DNA decayed with a power-law behavior
(straight line on a log-log plot), the decay of the wt DNA
was more complex, with dwell times longer than ~5 s
becoming more probable. Notably, in both cases the data
show nonexponential behaviors across all timescales and
single or double exponential pdfs poorly fit the data
(Fig. 3 B and Fig. S5, dashed and continuous gray lines,
respectively). The fact that these distributions of dwell
times deviate from an exponential form could derive
from a concentration-dependent change in the kinetic
mechanism for unlooping, as discussed below. Indeed, non-
exponential distributions associated with complex decayBiophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761
1758 Manzo et al.pathways have been reported for many physical processes
including DNA duplex dissociation (27), the closure of
DNA hairpins (28), the catalytic activity of single lipase
molecules (29), and the fluorescence of nanocrystals (30)
and GFP (31). The histograms obtained for all the investi-
gated concentrations are reported in Fig. S5 and show the
same behavior.
Therefore, to determine kinetic rate constants for the
process, the data for the CI-mediated DNA loop breakdown
were fitted using the following expression for the distribu-
tion of rate constants:
gbðk; ai; ki; siÞ ¼
X
i
ai
si
n
q

k  ki þ si
2

 q

k  ki  si
2
o
:
(3)
Eq. 3 defines the rate constant distribution gb (the
subscript b referring to loop breakdown). The right side of
Eq. 3 consists of the sum of i uniform distributions, each
having nonzero values in a region centered at k ¼ ki and
having width si, with ai representing the relative weight of
each distribution. As previously mentioned, these distribu-
tions were fitted to the data with a minimal number of
parameters. The rate constant distribution in Eq. 3 yielded
a very accurate fit of the dynamics of loop breakdown (see
the Supporting Material, Fig. S5, and Table S2). The distri-
butions of rate constants for loop breakdown are schemati-
cally depicted in Fig. 3 D.
The o3- data were satisfactorily fitted using two compo-
nents (i ¼ 1,2, Fig. 3 D), a wide distribution with very
low probability and a second, more pronounced distribution
spanning a narrow range of rate constants around ~2 s1.
The fitting of the histograms for o3- DNA involves five
free parameters, namely a1, k1, k2, s1, s2, with a2 ¼ 1-a1.
The more complex behavior observed for the wt DNA
data, required three components (i ¼ 1,2,3, Fig. 3 D) for
accurate fitting. Both wt and o3- DNA exhibited similar
trends for short to intermediate dwell times (Fig. 3 B).
The additional ~0.01 s1 component of the rate constant
distribution for wt DNA reflects the fact that the wt loop
has a higher probability of breaking down slowly. Therefore,
three more parameters were needed to obtain a satisfactory
fit, a2, k3, s3, with a3¼ 1-a1-a2. However, because the histo-
grams for wt and o3-DNA at the same concentration overlap
in the short dwell time region, in the fitting of the wt data,
the parameters k1, k2, s1, s2 were fixed at the corresponding
values obtained from the fitting of the o3- data, limiting the
number of free parameters to four. The values obtained for
the fitting parameters at all concentrations are reported in
Fig. 4 B and Fig. S6. From the plots, it is clear that ki and
si, for i ¼ 1,2,3 are almost insensitive to changes in CI
concentration, which instead affects the relative weight of
the distributions ai.
Previous work has shown that the multioperator arrange-
ment of CI binding sites allows the formation of two kindsBiophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761of specifically bound CI-mediated loops, an octamer- and an
octamerþtetramer-mediated loop. In the latter, a third pair
of dimers adds thermodynamic stability to the octamer-
mediated loop (14,19). Because the o3- DNA lacks two of
the six operator sites, the octamerþtetramer loop cannot
form. Therefore, the ~2 s1 rate constants (k1, solid and
dashed rectangles on the far right of Fig. 3 D), observed
for both wt and o3- DNA, were identified as those for the
breakdown of loops mediated only by a CI octamer. On
the other hand, the slower, ~0.01 s1 rate constants for
loop breakdown represented by the tall rectangle on the
left of Fig. 3 D (k3), appeared only in wt DNA and were
therefore associated with the rupture of the thermodynami-
cally stable octamerþtetramer loop. These octamer- and the
octamerþtetramer-mediated loops each exhibited a finite
range of breakdown rates most likely arising from fluctua-
tions in the free energy barrier due to various arrangements
of the proteins securing the loop.
A broad distribution of rate constants, k2, with low prob-
ability, was also necessary to fit both wt and o3- data. These
breakdown rates were identified as those of loops involving
at least one nonspecifically-bound CI dimer. Previously
published data have shown that such loops occur with
a significant probability (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4 in (19)).
The rate constants k1 (octamer) and k3 (octamerþ
tetramer) were plotted as a function of CI concentration in
Fig. 4 B. The associated differences in energy barriers for
loop breakdown, calculated as described in the Supporting
Material, are shown on the right y axis. Note that thermody-
namic analysis (19) as well as this new kinetic analysis
indicates a difference of 2.3 kcal/mol between the energy
barrier for the breakdown of CI octamer- (k1, upper dashed
line) and octamerþtetramer-mediated loops (k3, upper
dashed line).
The overall average rate constant for loop breakdown, kb,
(circles in Fig. 4 B) was calculated as described in the Sup-
porting Material, and found to decrease with increasing CI
concentration for both types of DNA. This was attributed
to looped DNA configurations more stable than the CI
octamer-mediated loop, such as the octamerþtetramer-,
and octamerþnonspecifically bound CI-mediated loops
that occur more frequently at high CI concentrations.
Indeed, wt DNAwhich could form octamerþtetramer-medi-
ated loops displayed a more marked decrease of kb with CI
concentration than o3- DNA.
This analysis confirms that loop breakdown in l DNA
is sensitive to the multioperator arrangement, common to
several temperate phages and that octamer- and octa-
merþtetramer-mediated loops have distinct rate constants.
It also provides the first estimate, to our knowledge, for
the rate constants of loop formation and breakdown, and
the first evidence that loop breakdown kinetics is further
modulated by other cooperative interactions, involving
semi- as well as nonspecifically bound proteins. Therefore,
it suggests a molecular mechanism to explain the complex
Complex Kinetics of the l Switch 1759kinetics and a physiological reason for the multioperator
arrangement.CONCLUSIONS
The concentration dependence of the kinetics of l repressor
protein-induced looping was investigated at the single-
molecule level. High time-resolution analysis of TPM
measurements allowed complete characterization of this
complex mechanism. This investigation of the looping
mechanism confirmed the hypothesized existence of two
main forms of specific loop (14,19), one mediated by eight
CI monomers (octamer) and one resulting from the addi-
tional stabilization from the cooperative binding of two
additional monomers (octamerþtetramer), the signature of
which is clearly evident in the histograms of loop break-
down dwell times (Fig. 3 B). In addition, the data highlight
a more complex picture of the looping mechanism in which
a concentration-dependent increase of nonspecific CI bind-
ing shrinks the loop segment, and consequently increasesFIGURE 5 Energy landscape and mechanism of looping. (A) Schematic energ
nonspecifically bound CI (open circles). As the CI concentration is increased, mo
(dashed lines on the left) and more looped species are formed with lower energy
formation is reduced, whereas that for loop breakdown is increased. (B) Fre
merþtetramer-mediated loop (lower squares) calculated for wt and o3- l DNA
Material). The associated fraction of time spent in the looped configuration is
of concentration dependent variations of the rate constant for loop formation,
concentration increases, increases the time spent in the loop state but reduces
changes of both average rate constants (decreasing kb and increasing kf) with inc
and unlooped events per unit time. (D) Average number of cycles (from one state
concentrations. Opposite variations of kf and kb keep the frequency of transitions
achieve the ratio of rate constants found experimentally (continuous lines).the rate of loop formation, together with the number of
looped configurations.
Scatter plots of the dwell time in the looped state as
a function of the preceding unlooped dwell time (Fig. 4, C
and D and Fig. S8), displayed a negative correlation for
both wt and o3- DNA at all the investigated concentrations.
This observation indicates that nonspecific binding contrib-
utes to both faster and more stable looping. This succinctly
describes the basis of the kinetic parameters measured in
these experiments and reveals details of the energy land-
scape of the looping process.
These conclusions are summarized in Fig. 5 A, which
schematically describes the energy landscape of the looping
reaction, and in Fig. 5 B showing the free energy of loop
formation as a function of CI concentration. The two speci-
fic types of loops are separated in energy by 2.3 kcal/mol.
Mutation of the o3 sites abrogated the more stable configu-
ration (octamerþtetramer, lower squares) but not the less
stable octamer-mediated loop, highlighting the modularity
of the tripartite organization of the l CI binding sites. Fory barrier landscape for loop formation and breakdown in species containing
re unlooped species are progressively populated, which have higher energy
(dashed lines on the right). Therefore, the average energy barrier for loop
e energies of looping for the octamer- (upper solid squares) and octa-
. The open circles represent the averaged free energy (see the Supporting
reported on the right y axis. (C) Schematic representations of the effects
kf, and breakdown, kb. Left: reducing kb, while keeping constant kf, as CI
the number of looped and unlooped events per unit time. Right: Opposite
reasing CI stabilizes the loop while keeping constant the number of looped
to the other and back) per second for wt and o3- lDNA at the investigated CI
much higher than it would be if kf was constant and kb decreased enough to
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merþtetramer-mediated loop became progressively more
probable and the average free energy of looping signifi-
cantly decreased, with a corresponding increase in the prob-
ability of looping (right y axis of Fig. 5 B). This trend was
not as marked for o3- DNA.
These results, besides confirming previous predictions
based on thermodynamic considerations (14,19), provide
evidence for a physiological role of nonspecific binding of
CI, and reveal details of the operation of the switch. The
kinetic analysis presented here indicates that loop dynamics
are likely regulated by a continuous rate constant distribu-
tion, and provides evidence that nonspecific binding under-
lies the broad range of observed rates for both loop
formation and breakdown. Indeed, if nonspecifically bound
CI dimers were to interact, like specifically bound dimers,
they might reduce the separation between the specific
binding regions oL and oR and create additional pathways
for CI-mediated loop formation. Similarly, such nonspecific
interactions might slow loop breakdown with respect to that
of an octamer-mediated loop.
The data also indicate that o3 operators may nucleate
oligomerization of CI to both facilitate loop formation and
attenuate loop breakdown. This is in agreement with AFM
images (22) of loops in which one octamer specifically links
oL1 and oL2 to oR1 and oR2, whereas an adjacent octamer
semispecifically links oL3 and a flanking DNA segment to
oR3 DNA segment. Additional octamers nucleated by o3
operators would lower the activation energy for loop forma-
tion and help to strengthen loops in wt DNAwith respect to
o3- DNA. It is interesting to note that increased affinity for
adjacent nonspecific binding sequences has already been
proposed for the CI protein of a l-related bacteriophage:
HK022 (32).
The effects of nonspecific binding on the average rates of
loop formation and breakdown leads to the hypothesis that
the sensitivity of switching from lysogeny to lysis after l
infection is robust over a large range of CI concentrations.
Fig. 5 C depicts two scenarios in which, the rate constants
for loop formation and breakdown differ, but their ratio (and
therefore the free energy of looping) is constant. In one
(left), the rate of loop formation, kf,, stays constant, and
the rate of loop breakdown, kb, becomes smaller with higher
CI concentration. This produces a sharp reduction in the
looped/unlooped cycling rate. In the second scenario,
(right), the rate of loop formation, kf,, increases, whereas
the rate of loop breakdown, kb, becomes smaller at higher
CI concentration. In this case the looped/unlooped cycling
rate remains high as CI concentration is increased.
Fig. 5D shows a plot of the frequency of cycling from one
state to the other and back as a function of CI concentration.
In both o3- and wt DNA the DNA spends more time in the
looped state as the concentration of CI increases, but the
frequency of cyclical transitions changes little. The transi-
tion frequency was calculated for the observed loop stabili-Biophysical Journal 103(8) 1753–1761ties (ratios between kf and kb), maintaining kf constant,
whereas kb decreased (solid curves in Fig. 5 D). In this
case, the transition frequency decreased considerably with
rising CI concentration, especially for wt DNA, indicating
that the unlooped state occurred less often as the concentra-
tion of CI was increased. Thus, nonspecific binding may
serve to maintain a nearly constant frequency of occurrences
of the unlooped state as the concentration of repressor
increases. In so doing, it produces frequent, albeit brief,
opportunities for sampling changes in CI concentration,
even as the switch becomes more stable. These characteris-
tics maintain switch sensitivity as CI levels change due to
the stochastic nature of transcription and cellular variability
(33). Structural features of the l epigenetic switch appear to
have evolved to include robust loops that, nonetheless, open
regularly to ensure opportunities for switching via recA-
mediated cleavage of CI and gene expression from lytic
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